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November 22, 2021  

 
Elizabeth Fine, Esq.  

Counsel to the Governor  

Executive Chamber  
Capitol, Second Floor  

Albany, New York 12234 

 

Re: S.7150 (Gianaris)/A.7948 (Rodriguez)  
 

Dear Ms. Fine:  

 
Our organizations recommend that the governor approve the above-referenced legislation to ensure that 

New York’s redistricting process is not undermined by the possible failure to act by the state’s Redistricting 

Commission. 
 

As you know, under the state’s Constitution, a Redistricting Commission is charged with drafting new 

district lines for New York’s Congressional delegation and the state Legislature. This year marks the first 

time such a system is being used for redistricting. This new system is the product of changes approved by 
voters in 2014. 

 

After decades of calls for reform, change came about after the battles over the state’s last redistricting in 
2012. After approving lines drawn by the majority leadership Republican Senate and Democrat Assembly 

(a federal court drew the congressional lines), the governor and Legislature agreed to advance a 

constitutional amendment that established an “independent” redistricting commission for 2022 and beyond.  

 
At that time, our organizations had concerns. One concern was based on the failure to clear out antiquated 

and illegal provisions from the constitution dating back to the 19th century; another was whether the 

commission could ever be “independent”; a third concern was over the failure to require stringent fidelity 
to the “one person, one vote” principle that underpins protections to democratic representation. 

 

Indeed, while the language of the Constitution describes the current commission as “independent,” a judge 
blocked that description from the ballot question after concluding, rightfully, that the commission as 

constructed was nothing more than advisory and that leaving that language in the ballot question would 

mislead the voting public. In our view, the commission membership is in reality a legislative body and we 

have seen nothing so far that changes our thinking. Nevertheless, voters – desperate for changes to a deeply 
flawed system – approved those changes in 2014.  

 

In addition to the flaws mentioned above, under the current system there is no provision requiring the 
Redistricting Commission to submit its draft plans or data to the Legislature in the event that the 

Commission fails to vote on a redistricting plan.  

 
Senate bill 7150 and Assembly bill 7948 address that problem. In the event that the Redistricting 

Commission does not vote to approve a plan, this legislation requires that it submits its data and other 

analyses to the Legislature in order to allow that body to proceed on developing a redistricting plan. Such  
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clarifying legislation, filling the gap left in the constitutional provision, should function as a goad to the 

Commission to fulfill its constitutional mandate and vote on maps. 

 
The unease over the lack of certainty as to what happens if the Commission fails to vote on a plan is 

magnified by the tight timetable for actions on approving new district lines. The 2014 changes were 

approved when the state primary election was held in September. It is now held in June. 
 

As a result, the timetables in the current Constitution do not match up with the revised political calendar, 

one in which candidates begin their run for office in early 2022, not in the summer – as envisioned by policy 
makers a decade ago. 

 

Accordingly, this legislation is necessary to ensure that in the event of a failure to act by the Commission 

chaos in the state’s election season does not result. Instead, the legislation would allow the Legislature to 
get a running start on the maps by requiring the Commission to turn over its drafts and the underlying data 

to save time. Public confidence in government has been severely tested. It is of critical importance that the 

decennial process of revising political boundaries not chaotically falter. 
 

Of course, it is far less likely that a truly independent redistricting commission would fail to act. In addition 

to urging the governor’s approval of S.7150/A.7948, we urge that the administration advance a new 
constitutional amendment – one modeled on the system used in California – to finally fix New York’s 

deeply flawed redistricting system. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Susan Lerner 
Executive Director 

Common Cause New York 

 
Daniel Altschuler 

Director of Politics and Strategic Communications 

Make The Road New York 

 
Lurie Daniel Favors, Esq., Executive Director 

Center for Law and Social Justice, Medgar Evers College, CUNY 

 
Melody Lopez  

Executive Director  

New York Civic Engagement Table 
 

Blair Horner 

Executive Director 

New York Public Interest Research Group 


